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Abstract: There are different ways to protect the data as well as the networks from attackers. Firewalls are used to protect passwords as per need. Many times these are not enough. Due to that systems and networks are always under the observation of threads. Intrusion detection system (IDS) detects unwanted activities of computer systems, which are coming through the internet. The manipulation may take form of attacks by hackers. But it is observed that most firewalls and IDS commonly try to protect computer systems against outsider attacks. This paper focuses on different data mining and forensic techniques to detect and protect internal computer system from intrusion using Internal Intrusion Detection and Protection System (IIDPS) to find out insider attacks at SC level with the help of Data mining and Forensic Technique.
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I INTRODUCTION

Today everyone access the network based information. So via networks many attackers enter into system. These attacks are not only outsider but also insider. In outsider attacks the unauthorized users get access to the systems by using different types of attacks. In case of insider attacks the authorized users try to compromise the integrity, confidentiality or availability of resources. Intrusion means any set of activities that try to harm the security goals of the information. Various approaches like as encryption, firewalls, virtual private network, etc., But they were not enough to secure the network fully.

Hence, Internal Intrusion Detection and Protection System (IIDPS), is used as security tools in this system to create users’ personal profiles to keep track of users’ regular habits as their forensic features and determines whether a authorised login of user or not and if not then comparing users current computer usage behaviours with the patterns collected in the user's personal profile. Internal Intrusion Detection and Protection System (IIDPS), which detects behaviours at SC level. The IIDPS uses data mining and forensic profiling techniques to mine system call patterns that has repeatedly appeared several times in a user's personal profile. According to user’s forensic features, defined as an SC-pattern frequently appearing in a user's submitted habits, but rarely being used by other users, are find out from the user’s computer usage history.

II EXISTING SYSTEM

Several information security techniques are available today to protect information systems against unauthorized use, duplication, alteration, destruction and virus attacks.
Firewall:
The main purpose of a firewall is to prevent unauthorised access between networks, that means protecting a site's inner network from internet. But disadvantage of firewall is that a firewall looks outwardly for intrusion in order to stop them from happening. Firewall limits access between networks to prevent intrusion and do not signal an attack from inside network.

Network based IDS:
A Network intrusion detection system (NIDS) is an intrusion detection system that tries to detect malicious activity such as denial of services attacks, port scans or even attempts to cracks into computers by monitoring network traffic. Some network based IDSs have problem dealing with network based attacks that involve fragmenting packets. These malformed packets causes the IDSs to become unstable and crash.

Host based IDS:
Host based IDSs monitor all or parts of the dynamic behaviour and analyzes the internals of computing system rather than on its external interfaces. The principle of operation of HIDS depends on the fact that successful intruders or crackers will generally leave a trace of their activities, such as keystroke logging, identify theft, spamming, botnet activity, spyware-usage etc.

Host based IDS are harder to manage, as information must be configured and managed for every host mentioned and not suited for detecting network scans or other such surveillance that target an entire network, because the IDSs only sees those network packets received by its host.

Intrusion Detection and Protection System (IDPS):
Intrusion detection and Protection system detects systems affected activities and also normal activities to secure information. But it is very difficult to find out large volume of system calls and different behaviour and identify attackers of an intrusion.

Comparison between existing system and IIDPS
By studying this paper three types of attacks observed, Type-I attack in which users group members are not allowed to submit system calls. While in Type-II attack generates sensitive system calls which modify settings or data, and last third Type-III, it successfully enters into security system.

Table I indicates comparison of existing system with IIDPS with respect to attack type and identify valid user function. Where 'N' symbol indicates system does not provide mentioned function and 'Y' indicates provide designated function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing systems</th>
<th>Attack type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSSEC</td>
<td>Identify user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDE</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMHAIN</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMANTEC CSP</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIDPS</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSSEC</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II shows difference between response time of IIDPS system with other system detecting attacks n identify user

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing systems</th>
<th>Response time(Seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSSEC</td>
<td>Identify user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDE</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMHAIN</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMANTE CSP</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIDPS</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSSEC</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III An Internal Intrusion Detection and Protection System by Using Data Mining and Forensic Techniques

This paper gives features like as,

- Find out users habit by using forensic techniques.
- Use data mining techniques to check out repeatedly occurred system calls from user behaviour profile.
- Protect system from insider attack.

**SYSTEM FRAMEWORK**

System Frame work has major components, Detection server, Mining Server, Local computational grid and system call monitor and filter and also have three repository systems such as user log file, user profile, attacker profile.

**SC Monitor and Filter:**

System call monitor and filter collects system call from system kernel which is in the form of user id, process id and system call. System call s are nothing but the bridge between user applications and services provided by kernel.

In execution of simple commands number of system calls generated hence its needed to filter that system calls which are repeatedly used. To find out which type system call generated, static model named as frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is used.

**Mining Server**

With the help of data mining techniques mining server find out users habits which are stored in user profile. After that compare this user habit with all other users habit to identify malicious behaviour of attacker. In this process two steps are involved

- Mining User and Attacker Habits
- Creating User Profiles and Attacker Profile

**Detection Server**

Detection server compare attacker profile with user profile which shows malicious behaviour. If there is intrusion detected then it notify to the SC monitor and...
filter to isolate the user from the protected system to prevent user from continuously attack.

**Computational Grid**

Detection server and the mining server are run on the local computational grid to support the IIDPS's online detection and mining speeds and increase its detection and mining capability. The computational grid is nothing but the collection of internally connected computers working together as a single integrated computing resource.

**ADVANGENTS**

- IIDPS system provide comprehensive protection against identity theft, information mining, and network hacking
- Constant Network Monitoring while user asleep or away from computer.
- The IIDPS system is able to monitor both the outside attacks and patterns of behaviour which may be detected within the system.
- The main disadvantage of intrusion detection systems is its inability to tell friend from foe, is overcome using IIDPS system.
- Techniques used for intrusion detection provide effective attack resistance.
- Average detection accuracy is higher.

**APPLICATIONS**

- A credit card company to identify customers most likely to be interested in a new credit product.
- Health Record Management

**IV CONCLUSION**

This paper focuses on survey of techniques for data mining and forensic technique to identify system call, creating user profile and isolated from attacker profile to protect user from internal attack.
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